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Complementary sets of sequences are currently being applied to signal coding, radar, and multi-user
systems, among others. Their particular mathematical properties make them adequate for multi-emission
and noisy environments. Nowadays sustained efforts are being devoted to reduce the calculations
involved in the generation and/or correlation of these signals by means of recursive algorithms. Some
authors have proposed efficient algorithms that are based on modular architectures made up of adders,
multipliers and delays. This work introduces a new approach to correlation algorithms of complementary
sets of sequences, which is based on a transposition of the generation process. This approach allows
to notoriously reduce calculations, and enables the simultaneous correlation of M sequences, without
adopting time multiplexing schemes or complex parallel implementations. The correlation algorithm is
theoretically demonstrated and its calculation performance is evaluated in a hardware reconfigurable
platform. A comparison with other algorithms is included, considering the amount of calculations as a
function of the length of the sequences.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Complementary sequences were defined by Golay [1] as a pair
of finite sequences of two kinds of elements with the property that
the number of pairs of like elements with any given separation in
one sequence is equal to the number of pairs of unlike elements
with the same separation in the other sequence. This concept was
extended to complementary sets of sequences (CSS) by Tseng and
Liu [2], who generalized their mathematical properties. The dis-
tinctive feature of these sequences is the possibility of signal detec-
tion under high noise level conditions thanks to their correlation
properties. Additionally, their orthogonality property renders them
suitable for applications where many digital signals are transmitted
over the same physical channel. Golay sequences and complemen-
tary sets of M sequences (M-CSS) are currently being applied to
signal coding [3], radar [4,5], multi-emission systems [6], channel
estimation [7] and sensor systems [8].

The application of an M-CSS in any of the previously men-
tioned areas involves the use of logical architectures for genera-
tion and correlation. Regarding Golay sequences, Budisin [9] and
Popovic [10] proposed efficient architectures able to perform both
operations. Taking into account that Golay sequences can be con-
sidered a particular case of M-CSS, it is logical to think that a
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similar solution can be developed for the latter. Some authors,
[11–13], proposed efficient architectures to generate and correlate
an M-CSS based on recursive methods that reduce computational
load and hardware complexity as compared to the straightforward
implementation [14]. Despite the fact that these modular archi-
tectures herald significant progress in the implementation of an
M-CSS-based systems, the correlation approach by these authors
is based on the recursive method proposed by Popovic [10] for
pairs of complementary sequences. Popovic’s correlation algorithm
executes the correlation of a single input signal with the two se-
quences of the complementary pair. Therefore, two options for pro-
cessing a pair of sequences exist: the first one is time multiplexing
and the other one is architecture duplication. In the former, the
architecture is the same, though the processing time doubles. In
the latter, processing is much faster, though the architecture dupli-
cates (with the consequent hardware requirement). This problem
accentuates with M-CSS, in which the possibilities are either time
multiplexing M sequences composing a macro-sequence, or using
M architectures.

Previous works [15] applying Golay sequences provide a solu-
tion to the simultaneous correlation algorithm based on a corre-
lation as a transposition of the generation process. According to
said approach, two sequences are simultaneously correlated with
neither time multiplexing nor correlation architecture duplication.
Considering that these pairs are a particular case of complemen-
tary sets, this paper proposes the generalization of the correlation
algorithm for M-CSS. This approach allows for a regular and mod-
ular architecture which executes the correlation of M inputs on a
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simultaneous basis, with the consequent calculation reduction. The
correlation algorithm is mathematically demonstrated, and is veri-
fied with simulations. The proposed correlator is implemented in a
hardware platform in order to evaluate its resources consumption
and calculation efficiency.

2. Complementary sequences

Complementary pairs of sequences (also known as Golay se-
quences [1]) are defined as a pair of sequences, {S1,N [k]; S2,N [k]}
of length L = 2N binary elements (±1), where N ∈ N − {0}. The
number of pairs of like elements with any given separation in one
sequence is equal to the number of pairs of unlike elements with
the same separation in the other sequence. The particular property
of these sequences is that the addition of their periodic autocorre-
lation functions is a Kronecker delta of amplitude 2 · L. This can be
expressed as follows:

Y [k] = C1[k] + C2[k] = 2 · L · δ[k] (1)

were C1[k] and C2[k] are the autocorrelations of S1,N [k] and
S2,N [k], respectively.

Golay defines synthesis rules, based on concatenation or inter-
leaving, to generate complementary pairs of different length from
shorter ones. These rules can be recursively applied to generate di-
verse pairs, as proposed by Budisin [9]:

S1,0[k] = δ[k]
S2,0[k] = δ[k]
S1,n[k] = S1,n−1[k] + w1,n · S2,n−1[k − Dn]
S2,n[k] = S1,n−1[k] − w1,n · S2,n−1[k − Dn] (2)

where S1,n[k], S2,n[k] are the pairs of sequences at the n-th it-
eration, Dn = 2n−1 is a delay and w1,n is a seed coefficient with
value ±1.

Eq. (2) can be expressed by matrices and Z transform.[
S1,n[z]
S2,n[z]

]
=

[ +1 +1
+1 −1

]
·
[

1 0
0 w1,n

]

·
[

1 0

0 z−2n−1

]
·
[

S1,n−1[z]
S2,n−1[z]

]
(3)

or

Sn[z] = H2 · W2,n · D2,n · Sn−1[z] (4)

where

• H2 is a Hadamard matrix of order 2.
• W2,n is a seed matrix of order 2 of the n-th iteration.
• D2,n is a delay matrix of order 2 of the n-th iteration.

Golay sequences correlation can also be performed by recursive
algorithms, as first proposed by Popovic [10] and later optimized
by Donato et al. [15]. The correlator of Popovic is a digital matched
filter which simultaneously performs the correlation of one input
signal with both sequences of the Golay pair. The correlator pro-
posed by Donato et al. is an architecture that realizes an inverse
generation process, and thereby performs the simultaneous cor-
relation of two inputs. This recursive algorithm is summed up in
these two equations:

C1,n−1[k] = C1,n[k − Dn] + C2,n[k − Dn]
C2,n−1[k] = w1,n · C1,n[k] − w1,n · C2,n[k] (5)

where C1,n[k], C2,n[k] are a pair of sequences at the input of the
n-th stage of the correlator and C1,n−1[k], C2,n−1[k] are the outputs
of the same stage. By rewriting this algorithm with matrices and
Z transform,

Cn−1[z] = D′
2,n · W2,n · H2 · Cn[z] (6)

where

D′
2,n =

[
z−2n−1

0
0 1

]
(7)

and the correlator output is:

Y [k] = C1,0[k] + C2,0[k] = 2 · L · δ[k − L] (8)

where C1,0[k], C2,0[k] are the correlation outputs at the last stage
and the output of Y [k] is a Kronecker delta of amplitude 2 · L de-
layed L samples due to the iterative process.

Tseng and Liu [2] generalized the mathematical properties of
Golay sequences giving rise to Complementary Sets of Sequences
(CSS). An M-CSS is defined as a set of M sequences (where M =
2m , and m ∈ N − {0})1 of length L = MN elements (N ∈ N − {0}),
where each one is a binary element (+1 or −1). A set is charac-
terized by the sum of their autocorrelations:

Y [k] =
M∑

i=1

Ci[k] = M · L · δ[k] (9)

where Ci is the autocorrelation of the sequence Si,N [k]:

Ci[k] =
L∑

j=1

Si,N [ j] · Si,N [ j + k] (10)

The autocorrelation addition of the M sequences generates a Kro-
necker delta of amplitude M · L, with null sidelobes, just like with
Golay sequences.

Recursive algorithms were developed for CSS. Álvarez et al. [11,
16] proposed an efficient architecture to generate and correlate
a set of four complementary sequences. Afterwards, De Marziani
et al. [12] generalized the generation and correlation architectures
for M-CSS. Subsequently, this proposal was improved by Pérez et
al. [13], who obtained a more efficient architecture, especially for
interleaved sequences schemes. Even though these correlation al-
gorithms imply significant progress, the correlation approach used
by these authors is based on the recursive method proposed by
Popovic [10] for Golay sequences, where the correlation is per-
formed between a single input signal and all the sequences of the
complementary set. Then, for all cases, it is necessary to multi-
ply the number of correlators by M , or else, use an interleaved
transmission scheme to process the signal (with the consequent
reduction of the transmission rate).

3. Proposed correlation approach

In order to reduce the amount of calculations required to per-
form the correlation, or the number of correlators, without de-
creasing the processing speed, it is necessary to change the cor-
relation scheme. Instead of designing the correlator as a matched
filter with increasing delays, the current proposal applies a differ-
ent concept. Just like with Golay sequences, the correlation of an
M-CSS can be performed as an inverse generation process based
on the transposition of the generation procedure. This section de-
velops and demonstrates this concept for any M-CSS, irrespective
of its length.

1 In this sense, the particular case of m = 1 are Golay sequences.
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The first step to develop the new correlation algorithm is to
express the generation equation for M sequences in matrix no-
tation. This generation approach is based on the generation rules
presented in [2] with the particularity that the generation matrix
is split into a Hadamard Matrix and a seed matrix.⎡
⎢⎢⎣

S1,n[z]
· · ·
· · ·

SM,n[z]

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

H M
2

H M
2

H M
2

−H M
2

⎤
⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎣

W M
2 ,n−1 0

0 wr,n · W M
2 ,n−1

⎤
⎥⎦

·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 · · · 0

0 z−Mn−1 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · z−(M−1)Mn−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

S1,n−1[z]
· · ·
· · ·

SM,n−1[z]

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (11)

or

Sn[z] = HM · WM,n · DM,n · Sn−1[z] (12)

where

• H M
2

is a Hadamard matrix of order M
2 , with H1 = 1.

• W M
2 ,n−1 is a seed matrix of order M

2 , with W2,0 = [ 1 0
0 w1,0

]
.

• wr,n is a seed coefficient, with r = log2 M .

• z−(M−i)Mn−1
are delays with i = 1, . . . (M − 1), i ∈N.

This equation allows the generation of a set of M sequences of
length M · L from a set of M sequences of length L. By repeating
this process N times (N ∈ N− {0}), an M-CSS of length MN can be
generated. Eq. (13) represents this iterative process:

SN =
N∏

n=1

(HM · WM,n · DM,n)S0 (13)

The next step in the algorithm development consists in per-
forming the correlation as a transposition of the generation pro-
cess. The underlying idea of the proposed correlator is to iteratively
decompose an M-CSS (generated with (13)) into a shorter one, un-
til it is reduced to a set of single Kronecker deltas.

In order to better understand this process, let’s consider a vec-
tor SN as an M-CSS, generated with (13) using the HM · WM matri-
ces, at the input of the correlator. If the product of WM · HM (the
transposition of HM · WM ) with SN is performed, a scaled version
of the sequences of SN−1 are obtained. Eqs. (14) and (15) show
this process using M = 4 for simplicity reasons:

Sn =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

S1,n

S2,n

S3,n

S4,n

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

S1,n−1 + S2,n−1 · z−4n−1 + S3,n−1 · z−2·4n−1 + S4,n−1 · z−3·4n−1

S1,n−1 − S2,n−1 · z−4n−1 + S3,n−1 · z−2·4n−1 − S4,n−1 · z−3·4n−1

S1,n−1 + S2,n−1 · z−4n−1 − S3,n−1 · z−2·4n−1 − S4,n−1 · z−3·4n−1

S1,n−1 − S2,n−1 · z−4n−1 − S3,n−1 · z−2·4n−1 + S4,n−1 · z−3·4n−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
(14)

The product W4,n · H4 · Sn (considering W4,n = I4) is:
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

+1 +1 +1 +1
+1 −1 +1 −1
+1 +1 −1 −1
+1 −1 −1 +1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

S1,n

S2,n

S3,n

S4,n

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 4 ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

S1,n−1

S2,n−1 · z−4n−1

S3,n−1 · z−2·4n−1

S4,n−1 · z−3·4n−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

(15)

As a result, four sequences of length L
4 are obtained, each one

delayed 4n−1 = L
4 with respect to the previous one (being L the

length of the sequences of SN ). These sequences must be syn-
chronized by a proper delay in order to obtain a new M-CSS
(Cn−1 = M · SN−1 · z−3·4n−1

). Then, the proposed correlation algo-
rithm for the n-th iteration is:

Cn−1 = D′
M,n · WM,n · HM · Cn (16)

where D′
M,n is the delay matrix:

D′
M,n =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

z−(M−1)Mn−1
0 · · · 0

0 z−(M−2)Mn−1 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (17)

Note that the delays are inversely ordered with respect to (11).
Generalizing, the formulation for N stages is:

C0 =
1∏

n=N

(
D′

M,n · WM,n · HM
) · CN (18)

and the addition of the M correlation outputs is:

Y [k] =
M∑

i=1

Ci,0[k] (19)

Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of the proposed correlator for
M = 4. As shown in this figure, delays are placed at the output
of each stage unlike in the generator (according to Eq. (16)). The
gains and adders represent the product WM,n · HM .

Despite the fact that other generation approaches are used in
some applications, each of them allows to obtain different fami-
lies of complementary sequences. The proposed correlator can be
applied in these cases by means of a suitable transformation. Ap-
pendix A at the end of this work summarizes other generation
approaches and the required transformation matrices.

3.1. Example

Given an M-CSS generated with (13) and assuming that the in-
put of the correlator is the generator output (CN = SN ), then the
correlator output is:

C0 =
1∏

n=N

(
D′

M,n · WM,n · HM
) ·

N∏
n=1

(HM · WM,n · DM,n)S0 (20)

Assuming an M-CSS generated with N = 2, the output of the
first correlation stage is:

C1 = (
D′

M,2WM,2HM
) · S2

C1 = (
D′

M,2WM,2HM
)
(HM WM,2DM,2) · S1

= D′
M,2WM,2HM HM WM,2DM,2S1 (21)

Computing some associations,

C1 = D′
M,2WM,2(HM HM)WM,2DM,2S1

= D′
M,2WM,2(M · IM)WM,2DM,2S1

= M · D′ WM,2WM,2DM,2S1 (22)
M,2
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Fig. 1. Proposed M-CSS correlator of N stages for M = 4.
where M is a scalar and IM is the identity matrix. In the same
way, WM,2 · WM,2 = IM when the seeds are ±1. After such simpli-
fication, the following is obtained:

C1 = M
(
D′

M,2DM,2
)
S1

= M · (z−(M−1)M · IM
)
S1 (23)

Then, if S1 = (HM WM,1DM,1) · S0,

C0 = (
D′

M,1WM,1HM
) · M

(
z−(M−1)M · IM

)
S1

= M · z−(M−1)M(
D′

M,1WM,1HM
)

· (HM WM,1DM,1)S0 (24)

and after iteratively processing (24), the result is:

C0 = M2 · z−(M2−1) · IM · S0 (25)

The output of the correlator (Y ) is the addition of the M corre-
lation outputs. Being C0 = [C1,0 C2,0 . . . CM,0]T ,

Y =
M∑

i=1

Ci,0 = M · M2 · z−(M2−1) (26)

3.2. Simulations

In order to illustrate the operation of the correlator described
in this section, a simulation is conducted. Fig. 2 displays the wave-
forms of the proposed correlator in which a 4-CSS of length L = 64
(N = 3) generated with a W = I4 is present at the input.

The signals at the input of the correlator are considered to be
those corresponding to the output of the generator of Eq. (11). As
explained above, in each correlation stage, the length of the se-
quences is divided by M and the amplitude is multiplied by the
same factor.

C2 = (
D′

4,3W4,3H4
) · C3 = (

D′
4,3W4,3H4

) · S3 (27)

from (21), (22) and (23):

C2 = 4 · z−48 · I4 · S2 (28)

Fig. 2 demonstrates that the output of the first correlation stage
is a 4-CSS with a 48-sample delay, scaled by 4. By repeating this
process with the next stage:

C1 = 16 · z−60 · I4 · S1 (29)

A new 4-CSS of amplitude 16 and length 4 is obtained, as ver-
ified in the simulation (Fig. 2). By repeating this process once
again and adding the outputs, the Kronecker delta of amplitude
M · L = 256 is obtained, as expected.
Fig. 2. 4-CSS correlation using the transposed generation approach.

4. Hardware implementation of the proposed algorithm

The proposed correlator implementation is synthesized in hard-
ware (Field Programable Gate Array – FPGA) by using adders (or
subtractors) and delays, as shown in Fig. 1. The parameters needed
to define these hardware resources are M = 2m , N , W and the
ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) quantization q. This last parame-
ter increases stage by stage as a result of the arithmetic operations
with the sequences. Considering that a typical FPGA is composed
of 4 inputs LUTS (Look Up Tables) and Flip Flops (FFs), the corre-
lator resources consumption can be expressed by these two vari-
ables.

The structure of the correlator, as presented in the previ-
ous section, is composed of N stages and a final addition. Each
stage includes M · m additions and M M−1

2 shift registers of length∑N
n=1 MN−n . Eqs. (30) and (31) express the required logic re-
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Fig. 3. Amounts of operations needed to perform 4-CSS correlations.

Table 1
Implementation results for 4-CSS and 8-CSS.

M 4 8

N 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3

FGs 110 208 322 452 598 328 661 1066
FFs 92 344 1364 5456 21 836 372 2920 23 388
Clock [MHz] 149.1 83.3 57.8 44.2 35.8 105.4 57.3 39.4
sources in terms of LUTS and Flip Flops by considering the
wordlength increment of every arithmetic operation:

LUTS = M ·
(

m · N · q + m · N
1 + m · N

2

)

+
m∑

n=1

2m−n · (q + m · N + n) (30)

FFs = M
M − 1

2
·
(

N∑
n=1

MN−n · (q + n · m)

)
(31)

In order to evaluate the proposed architecture and the resources
consumption estimation, the correlator was implemented in a real
platform with a Xilinx Spartan 3 development kit (3S1500FG320-5)
and Xilinx ISE software. The FPGA applied contains 13312 slices,
each with the following elements in common: 2 logic function
generators (FG), 2 storage elements (FF), wide-function multiplex-
ers, carry logic and arithmetic gates. Table 1 summarizes the
implementation results for M = 4 and M = 8, respectively. The
parameters evaluated were the set size M and the number of
stages N , with a quantization of the input sequences q = 8. The
same kind of seed matrix was used for all the implementations.

Table 1 shows the implementation results. Note that the num-
ber of calculations impacts directly on the hardware regarding
resources utilization. Such utilization increases as the number of
stages does, as well with the set size. Hence, processing speed re-
duces inversely with these parameters.

5. Efficiency of the proposed correlator

The main contribution of the proposed correlator is the reduc-
tion of calculation resources with regard to other architectures,
with no loss of transmission rate. Considering the simultaneous
transmission of all the sequences of an M-CSS, the correlator pro-
posed by De Marziani et al. (M-ESSC [12]) executes (M −1) unnec-
Table 2
Number of calculations for an M-CSS correlation.

Operations Straightforward [14] M-ESSC [12] Proposed

Multiplications MN+2 M2

2 · N · log2(M) M
2 · N · log2(M)

Add/Subs. M2(MN − 1) M2 · N · log2(M) M · N · log2(M)

Delays 2 · MN+2 M2

2 · (MN − 1) M
2 · (MN − 1)

essary correlations, and hence M correlators are needed to obtain
the sum of autocorrelations, just like in the straightforward corre-
lation [14].

Another advantage of the proposed correlator is the intercon-
nection of the outputs of one stage with the inputs of the following
one. Due to the generation approach used in this proposal, the out-
puts of each stage are ordered in the same way as the inputs. This
does not occur in other generation approaches, as those presented
in [12,11], in which the interconnection between stages is gov-
erned by an algorithm. Even though this drawback was later solved
with the re-arrangement proposed in [17], the outputs order still
differs from that of the inputs.

Table 2 summarizes the number of calculations necessary to
perform Y [k] for an M-CSS of N stages; and Fig. 3 exemplifies the
number of operations for a 4-CSS with N = 1, . . . ,8. The reduction
of any of the amounts of operations considered is important, es-
pecially for larger sequences. Note that the number of calculations
of the M-ESSC and that of the proposed correlator are related by a
scale factor M (set size).

5.1. Hardware implementation comparison

Since it was demonstrated in [12] that the M-ESSC is more effi-
cient than the straightforward correlator, the implementation of the
proposed correlator will be compared with the M-ESSC implemen-
tation presented in [17]. Table 3 shows the resources consumption
rated in slices, Flip-Flops and LUTS for both architectures. In order
to correctly compare both correlators, the proposed correlator was
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Table 3
Proposals comparison.

M = 4, L = 64 Perez et al. [17] Proposed

Slices 349 289
LUTS 578 446
FFs (not reported) 140
Frequency 33.8 MHz 57.11 MHz

implemented in the same FPGA reported by Perez et al. with the
option of SRL (Luts based shift registers) synthesis enabled, as it
was reported in the paper. This option allows Flip-Flops consump-
tion reduction by synthesizing the shift registers as state machines.
As shown in this table, the resources consumption is about 20%
lesser and the transmission rate about 68% higher with respect to
M-ESSC. Also bear in mind that the M-ESSC requires M correlators
to perform the simultaneous correlation of all the sequences of a
complementary set.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents an improved correlation algorithm for
M-CSS. It is based on a transposition of the generation pro-
cess, similar to the one employed for Golay sequences [15]. The
approach herein simplifies the correlation algorithm, allowing a
recursive regular and modular calculation scheme that simulta-
neously performs M correlations of M inputs. It also allows a
more efficient implementation requiring lower hardware com-
plexity with respect to the straightforward and other previously
proposed correlation schemes. The achieved reduction is almost M
times for all cases. This approach can also be applied to systems
where the M-CSS has been generated with other algorithms, by us-
ing an adequate linear transform (see Appendix A). The calculation
efficiency encouraged by this contribution represents another es-
sential step forward in the practical application of these sequences.
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Appendix A. Other generation approaches

Some authors have introduced other approaches for the re-
cursive generation of complementary sets of sequences. In [11],
Álvarez et al. proposed an efficient architecture to generate and
correlate a set of four complementary sequences (4-CSS). It is a
simplification of the Tseng and Liu [2] algorithm based on the use
of seed coefficients and different permutation delays. This gen-
eration approach can be resumed with the generation matrix �,
which comprises the sign of the elements and the generation seed
for the 4-CSS:

Sn[z] = �4,n · D4,n · Sn−1[z] (32)

where

�4,n =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 −1 w1,n w1,n

1 1 w1,n −w1,n

w2,n −w2,n −w1,n · w2,n −w1,n · w2,n

w2,n w2,n −w1,n · w2,n −w1,n · w2,n

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (33)

Later on, De Marziani et al. [12] generalized the generation and
correlation architectures to M-CSS. This formulation is based on a
generation matrix �M,n summed up in (34). This matrix is gener-
ated in a recursive way, producing interleaves between matrices of
lower order, Λ M
2 ,n and the n-th generation seed. The choice of a

different generation seed, W , enables the generation of different
sets of complementary sequences.

�M,n =
[

� M
2 ,n ⊕ (wr,n · (−� M

2 ,n))

� M
2 ,n ⊕ (wr,n · � M

2 ,n)

]
(34)

where ⊕ denotes interleaving between elements of both matrices,
and �

(1)
(n) is

�2,n =
[

1 w1,n

1 −w1,n

]
(35)

This approach allows to obtain sets of M sequences of length
Mn . It is worth noticing that, with this approach, the implementa-
tion of an M-CSS does not result in an ordered architecture. Unlike
the approach presented in this paper, the outputs of a stage do not
correspond to the inputs of the next stage.

Regardless of the approach adopted, a relationship can be dis-
tinguished, which allows to transform a complementary set into
another one. Both, Álvarez and De Marziani generation matrices
can be transformed to match the product H · W.

For example, for a 4-CSS set proposed by Álvarez, with w1,n = 1
and w2,n = −1, the transformation matrix T can be obtained with:

T4,n = �4,n · W−1
4,n · H−1

4,n (36)

where

T4,n = 0.5 ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1

−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (37)

This means that a set of complementary sequences generated
with the previously proposed approach is transformed into a set
by Álvarez with the transformation presented in (36). The same
procedure can be conducted to transform an M-CSS into a set by
De Marziani. An example of this transformation for a 4-CSS is pre-
sented in (38) and it is valid for any seed.

T4,n =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (38)

This means that the approach by De Marziani differs from that
proposed herein only in the sequences ordering for generation. In
this case, it is possible to find the T matrix for any M-CSS, regard-
less of the seed coefficients.
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